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MULTIPACTING STUDY OF THE RF WINDOW
RF@/p~& AT THE ADVANCED PHOTON SOURCE*

‘Ep28 fggg
J.J.Song’, Argonne National Laboratory,IL

Multipacting ctn%nt can cause breakdowns in high power
rf components such as input couplers, wavegui& win-
dows, and higherader mode (HOM) dampers. To unders-
tand and prevent the loss of a ceramic window or an input
coupler in the Advanced Photon Source (APS) storage
ring rf cavity, the multipacting phenomenon is being
investigated experimentally. This paper begins with a
description of simple model, presents a hmdware design,
and concludes with measurement of multipacting. Multi-
pacting is explored in conjunction with conditioning the
cavities and interaction with the stored beam.

1 INTRODUCTION

TheAPS at Argonne National Laboratory is fully op
erationrd at 7-GeV with a beam current up to 100 mA
producing various types of x-ray radiation. Since energy is
lost due to synchrotrons radiation, the storage ring (SR) rf
system typically provides about 9.6 MeV/turn at 100 mA.
The SR rf system consists of four sectors, each consisting
of four single-cell cavities (4X4). The four rf sectors am
powered by two 1-MW klystrons for 100-mA operation.

However, several ceramic windows have been damaged
during full operation of the SR rf system. The main
symptoms are higher temperature, beam loss due to pres-
sure bursts, and arcing. The inspection revealed a copper
coating inside the ceramic windows as well as vacuum
leaks due to cracks and/or pinholes on the windows. To
prevent further loss of a ceramic windowfinput coupler in
the APS SR rf cavity, an experimental study of the mul-
tipacting phenomena on the cavity has been prepared.

2 MULTIPACTING

Multipacting is a well-known phenomenon frequently
observed in tf syste,ms such as rf cavities, HOM absorb-
ers, and klystrons. When an rf field exists across a gap, an
electron from one surface is accelerated toward the other
surface. Upon impact, another electron may be rekased
due to secondary electron emission. The secondary emis-
sion coefficient 6 depends on the electron impact energy Ei

and properties of the surface material. E the secondary
emission coefilcient of the surface is high enough (8 > 1)
and the emitted electrons can be accelerated with a resonant
field, this process can continue and kad to multipacting.
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,There has been a substantial investigation regarding this
subject by others. Most of these concentrate on a simple
1-D model simulation or an experimental measurement
with planar electrodes. R.A. Kirhek et al. [1] introduces a
simple model as ‘shown in Figure 1. In this model, the
multipacting current due to the planer structure is rdkd to
the ordinary LRC circuit of the rf cavity in the typical
representation. He addmses issues such as the multi-
pacting saturation level, the multipacting mechanism, and
the evolution of multipacting. On the other hand, D.
Proch et al. [2] presents a systematic measurement of the
rf multipacting c$-rent. The multipacting current between
two planar ele++odes of a specially designed 500-MHz
coaxial resonator was measured. Various measurements
were made by changing the surface material and condition
of the electrodes.
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Figure 1: A simple model for interaction of multipacting
with an rf cavity. The LRC circuit represents the rf cavity,
loading by multipacting current ~.

Multipacting is clearly undesirable. It results in the dis-
sipation of large amounts of power and thereby generates
destructive thermal-stress gradients. Furthermore, the
power loss may occur in localized regions, leading to in-
creased outgassing or evaporation of the material. Ulti-
mately, the mtdtipactor loading may become so great that
the desired rf gap voltage cannot be reached or may cause
significant reflection.

Unfortunately, few elements have low secondary emis-
sion characteristics. Moreover, many of these are unsuit-
able for vacuum and/or rf applications. Of particular inter-
est to coupler windows for the AI% SR rf cavity are the
secondary emission coefficients of alumina and copper,
which are 8.= = 2 to 9 and 1.3, respectively. To reduce
the multipacting phenomenon, the rf windows at APS
have been coated with titanium, using a simple deposition
system before conditioning and operation [3]. .
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DISCLAIMER

This repo~ was prepared as an account of work sponsored
by an agency-of the United States Government. Neither the
United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any
of their employees, make any warranty, express or implied,
or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the
accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information,
apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that
its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference
herein to any specific commercial product, process, or
service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or
otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its
endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United
States Government or any agency thereof. The views and
opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily
state or reflect those of the United States Government or
any agency thereof.
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3 MEASUREMENT SETUP
A prototype electron detector system (edetector) was

built, bench-tested, and connected to the APS SR rf cavity
near the ceramic window to measure the secondary electron
emission (SEE) current. This device is similar to the e-
detector initially developed at DESY [2].

The ceramic window allows for rfpower to be transmit-
ted from the WR2300 waveguide to the 352-MHz single
cell cavity through an H-looptype input coupler as shown
in Figure 2. The field patterns are fransforrned fkom l%,,
mode in the waveguide to ~10 mode in the cavity.
While the electromagnetic field is transmitted through a
coaxial input coupler, the field configuration apperus to be
a TEM type. Thee-probe of the detector was embed&d at
the bottom of the input coupler near the window.
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Figure 2 The ceramic window, where the rf power trans-
ti-k through input coupler, showing the e-probe at the
bottom near the window.

The electronic block diagram of the edetector is shown
in Figure 3. The rf Iowpass filter is used to prevent inter-
ference with the 352-MHz and any other HOM lk-
quencies. The incoming signal is obtained while applying
the 30-V bias voltage in the circuit. An instrumentation
amplifier amplifies the incoming signal, and then the
current is converted to a voltage. The voltage signal
passes through a buffer integrated circuit and finally reads
into another amplifier circuit that sends the output to
“signal out” or compares with the trip setting.
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Figure 3: The block diagram of the e-detector bead.

The signal output is read on a Sun workstation after it
has been routed through an Alan Bradley circuit with
EPICS codes. An output signal will be sent to the safety
interlocks, once a reasonable trip point is determined.

4 INITIAL MEASUREMENT
,

4.1 X-ray-hzducedA4ultipacting

The most troublesome area due to multipacting was
located in sector 36 cavity #2 (S36 C2). In the past three
years of operation, the input couplerkeramic window was
replaced three times. Edetectors designed at APS were
installed on the-sector 36 cavities (one per cavity). A SEE
current was measured during rf conditioning as well as
during injection and stored beam. Although there was no
signal from any of the edetectors during the re-
conditioning, the &detector recoded 6 volts from cavity
#2 with stored be@n at 100 rnA, as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4 E-detector signal at sector 36 cavity ~, the
stored beam current and vacuum pressure are also shown.

As shown, the vacuum pressure follows the edetector
signal. However, the SEE current appears to be too high.
Later, it was found this was due to the synchrotrons radia-
tion from the upstream bending magnet (S35BM-B)
hitting the waveguide, where the ceramic window was
located in this particular cavity (see Figure 5).
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Figure 5: The layout of the sector 36 cavities, where the
cavity #2 waveguide is in the line of sight of the x-ray
trajectory horn the upstream bending magnet.



It appeared that the end absorber (copper block) at the
end of the antechamber was not thick enough to block the
x-rays completely. After the transmitted x-ray dose was
measured, more lead blocks wm added (8 inches or 200
mm total) to prevent the x-ray from penetrating the *
ramic. The correspondingx-raydose calculation,shown in
Figure 6, shows that 8 inches of led shielding was
re@red to bbck the x-rays.

Energy (eV) vs Jntensity (watts/hOrizontal_cm)

Figure 6: Calculation of transmitted x-my energy ffom the
APS bending magnet shown with and without the lead
shielding.

4.2 Beam-induced i%lultipacting

After the lead shielding was installed and the input
coupler was replaced, the measurement continued. A typi-
cal result with a 100-rnA beam is shown in Figure 7. The
top line represents the stored beam current. The edetector
signal from the S36 C2 cavity appears to be a steplike
pulse. The pulsed signal from the #2 cavity edctector
repeats at about 80 seconds and stays at maximum value
for 20 seconds. The signal due to the multipacting current
is a series of short pulses on the order of nanoseconds.
The pulse period was confirmed later in separate measure-
ments with a fast sampling scope. This time scale is
comparable with a gap of a few cm and an operating rf
frequency of 352 MHz. The bottom of the step-like pulse
from S36 C2 is overlapped with the S36 Cl cavity e-
detector signal, which is basically zero volts (noise signal
in the middle of the graph).

The pulse width appears to be longer and higher as
beam current and/or rf power increases in the cavity. In
fact, when the beam current later reached more than 95
mA, the signal saturated. Also shown is the vacuum
pressure in the cavity (shown at the bottom of the graph).
The pressure change is very small, which indicates local
outgassing in the cavity. This is consistent with the SEE
current from the e-detector. The ceramic temperature, taken
from the tmstreatn and downstream ceramic windows with.

iniiamd cameras, increases after the electron is Mmbraded
on the surface (zigzag curves as shown).
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Figure % Electron detector signal from the newly qiaced
cavity. Also shown are vacuum pressure and ceramic tem-
perature.

4.3 Progress and Further Works “

●

●

●

The prototype edetector was tested, installed, and
shown to respond to the muh.ipacting current under
various conditions.
Recently, more emphasis is given to determine the
SEE current using a multipacting simulation de de+
veloped by the University of Helsinki [4].
More systematic measurements will be made during rf
conditioning once construction of the rf test-bed ~the
independent 350-MHz rf conditioning system) has been
completed.
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